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The operating temperature range is large: a typical hard drive can only operate in the range of 5 to 55 degrees Celsius. The SSD has the same interface specifications and definitions, functions and methods of use as a typical hard drive and corresponds to conventional hard drives in its form and size. The chip has a wide
operating temperature range (-40 to 85 degrees Celsius). Light weight: SSD Lightweight and lighter than a typical 1.8-inch drive 20-30 g. Capacity: SSD It has a maximum capacity of just 4TB, and the Optimus MAX issued by SanDisk has a limit. Life: SSD flash memory with limits Memory, which causes many people to
get sick from a short life span. The flash memory is completely written when called 1 P/E, so the life of the flash memory is in P/E unit, the life of the flash memory chip of 34nm is about 5000p/e times, With the update algorithm, the new SSD ssd firmware firmware can provide less unnecessary writing, 120G SSD that
writes 120G files is counted as P/E normal use, although 50G daily writing averages 2 days to make p/, 3000 P/ usable for 20 years, then SSD is replaced by more advanced devices (in real use, random users write rather than write continuously in life, so the risk of a bad lane is higher). In addition, although each sector
of the SSD can be deleted 100,000 times (SLC), some applications, such as the operating system log, may be read and rewritten in the sector, in which case the real life of the SSD has not been tested. However, the life expectancy of the storage unit is increased by manipulating the SLC customization algorithm with a
writing life of 100,000 write, lower cost than MLC, write life of just 10,000, and cheap TLC flash memory is a poor 500-1000. High price: The price of a 128GB SSD on the market is around Rmb550, while the 256GB price is approximately Rmb950 (2014 price) at approximately Rmb4.20 (2014 price), it is still higher than
RMB 0.3 per GB (2014 price) for a mechanical hard drive in the general market 128GB MLC (multiple units of SSD). The typical price is about 550 yuan (2014), some models reach about 750 yuan, and that's enough to buy a traditional 3TB hard drive. The price of 128GB SLC (single-storey unit) SSD is more than 2,000
yuan [1] 
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